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Good afternoon, dear respected Cheon Il Guk Leaders. Happy New 

Year! Before I start, let us offer all honor and glory to our beloved 

True Mother. True Mother, thank you from the bottom of my heart for 

this opportunity to share about the actual providential situation of 

heavenly Africa. True Mother, your foundation is growing in 

heavenly Africa. Your everyday prayer and jeongseong, your love and 

care are making heavenly Africa brighter. In my presentation, I will 

briefly talk about the domain of preparing the environment. 
 

Witnessing and raising future leaders 

 

In terms of preparing the environment, heavenly Africa VIP-outreach 

is growing by the day. The providential organizations, UPF, WFWP 

and IAYSP are doing an extraordinary job. We have groups of 

political, religious and traditional leaders. 

 

They are committed to joining in the implementation of True Mother's 

vision. With regard to witnessing, we are going to mobilize all our members for witnessing to grow the 

number of heavenly tribal messiah victors and the number of cheonbo couples. We will expand the 

Blessing Movement in heavenly tribal messiah areas with the support of ambassadors for peace. For the 

single candidates, we mobilize them through IAYSP, Tong-il Moo-do and youth missionaries. 

 

True Mother appointed a second-generation member to lead IAYSP and our second-generation members 

have created momentum. We are going to capitalize on that momentum. With True Mother's 

restructuring, more and more second-generation members are joining the front line. Currently, we have 

more than three hundred youths who are engaged in public activities. 

 

Thanks to our beloved True Mother's scholarships, we have students at Sun Moon University and UPA. 

Some have already graduated. Thank you, True Mother! To conclude, I would like to say that we are 

working together, united as one. We have established as well the new structure True Mother 

implemented. 

 

The regional group president, Rev. Jean Pierre Kadima, and the UPF chair, Mrs. Katherine Rigney, are 

working tirelessly and will elaborate more on this report on heavenly Africa. Long live True Mother, our 

heavenly Mother, the only begotten daughter of the Almighty! 

 

 

 


